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This pioneering volume brings together
specialists from contemporary craft and
industry and from archaeology to examine
both the material properties and the cultural
dimensions of leather. The common
occurrence of animal skin products through
time, whether vegetable tanned leather,
parchment, vellum, fat-cured skins or
rawhide attest to its enduring versatility,
utility and desirability. Typically grouped
together as leather, the versatility of these
materials is remarkable: they can be soft
and supple like a textile, firm and rigid like
a basket, or hard and watertight like a pot
or gourd. This volume challenges a simple
utilitarian or functional approach to leather;
in a world of technological and material
choices, leather is appropriated according
to its suitability on many levels. In
addressing the question Why leather?
authors of this volume present new
perspectives on the material and cultural
dimensions of leather. Their wide-ranging
research
includes
the
microscopic
examination of skin structure and its
influence on behaviour, experiments on
medieval cuir bouilli armour, the guild
secrets behind the leather components of
nineteenth-century industrial machinery,
new research on ancient Egyptian chariot
leather, the relationship between wine and
wineskins,
and
the
making
of
contemporary leather wall covering.

Why Leather is a Progressive Issue HuffPost The Material and Cultural Dimensions of Leather by Susanna Harris,
Andre J. Veldmeijer (ISBN: 9789088902611) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery Why Leather? The
Material and Cultural Dimensions of - Enlighten Leather is the most common animal product used in clothing and
accessories, and while many others such as angora and cashmere receive a High quality leather bags, vintage look and
feel - Why leather is better Real leather is a natural product. It breathes, is warm and has individual characteristics
which make each hide unique. The physical properties which make Why leather - Algol Technics Oy Why Leather?
The Material and Cultural Dimensions of Leather. Edited by Susanna Harris & Andre J. Veldmeijer 2014. ISBN:
9789088902611. Leather: The good, the bad and the ugly. Project JUST Medium Leather can be made from cows,
pigs, goats, and sheep exotic animals such as alligators, ostriches, and kangaroos and even dogs and cats, who are Why
Leather?: Susanna Harris, Andre J. Veldmeijer - Leather has been in use by the mankind for making shoes and
other objects of general use since times immemorial. Leather is bestowed with special qualities Why Leather?
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Oliberte Footwear And it makes perfect sense: leather is the ultimate hard times textile. Tougher than it is expensive,
its one of the few materials in life that looks Why Leather? The Material and Cultural Dimensions - Amazon UK
Its a great question, and one we love to answer. Leather is what we do. We are a leather company and we have been for
83 years. Leather is one of mans Leather subculture - Wikipedia Leather is the main component of our kicks (and,
soon, bags!), but its not only because leather is sexy, durable, and lasts ages. Our leather is sourced from Leather Wikipedia LEATHER is supple and luxurious. Theres no denying that. Even the word, leather, is sexy. That may
explain why, leather, a material long Leather Properties and Characteristics - Muirhead Leather If you love your
dog and youre wearing leather shoes, you really need to see number three. The ethical wardrobe: Is it OK to wear
leather? Fashion The The first recorded instance of using leather for a covering was when God replaced Adam and
Eves plant-based clothing with coverings made from animal skins. 3 Reasons Why Leather Is So Disgusting Save
Animals PETA Kids Environmental Hazards of Leather PETA Stella Soomlais Design products are made of
durable and high quality full grain leather. Why Leather is Disgusting and Cruel One Green Planet The leather
subculture denotes practices and styles of dress organized around sexual activities that involve leather garments, such as
leather jackets, vests, Why leather is perfect for hard times - Financial Times The physical properties which make
leather a unique and valuable material for upholstery purposes include high tensile strength and good heat insulation.
Why Use Leather - Moore & Giles Muirhead are a leading leather manufacturer based in the UK and supply leather to
the aviation, automotive, bus and coach, rail, marine and contract furniture Why Leather?: The Material and Cultural
Dimensions of Leather - Google Books Result The common occurrence of animal skin products through time, whether
vegetable tanned leather, parchment, vellum, fat-cured skins or rawhide attest to its Leather Naturally - Why leather
The Material and Cultural Dimensions of Leather Susanna Harris, Andre J. The study of leather is a specialist field in
archaeology, yet focuses on one of the The Leather Industry PETA Did you know that some people actually wear the
skin of dead animals for things like clothes, shoes, and belts? Its true. They call the skin leather, and here are Its hard to
imagine that some one would choose synthetic bags over leather bags. Heres a list why leather is better than synthetics.
The Real Reason Why Leather is Sexy, and How to Take Advantage The Green Issue of Vanity Fair , currently on
shelves, correctly notes in discussing the impact of our purchasing decisions that fur and leather Why leather Designer
Stella Soomlais Leather bags, purses Many ethical consumers excuse their leather purchases on the grounds that
skins are simply a byproduct of the meat industry. The reality is not none Why Leather? - Muirhead Leather
Leather: The good, the bad and the ugly. Why leather is so nasty and how it can be totes sustainable. We just released
JUST APPROVED 4 More Reasons Leather Sucks for Animals, People and the Leather is a truly sustainable
material. Hides and skins are a by-product of the meat and dairy industry that would otherwise be turned to waste. In
transforming Why Leather? - Sidestone Press The physical properties which make leather a unique & valuable
material for upholstery purposes are High tensile strength, Resistance to tear, High resistance Why Leather? Leonards
Book Restoration Harris, S. and Veldmeijer, A., (Eds.) (2014) Why Leather? to examine both the material properties
and the cultural dimensions of leather. Why Leather - Drish Leather is a durable and flexible material created by
tanning animal rawhide and skin, often cattle hide. It can be produced at manufacturing scales ranging from Why
Leather? - Dipell But, then again, those were different times, times when gas-guzzling cars (with leather interior no
doubt) were all the rage and pot roast was an
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